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THE KDD-CUP QUESTION
Based on data of 234,954 sessions our task was to characterize which product brand visitors will view in the remainder of the session, if any. 
METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHMS
This is a knowledge discovery problem and it was important to use techniques that reveal highly interpretable phenomena. The primary tool we used is the Amdocs Business Insight (BI) Tool. It supports both Knowledge Discovery and Predictive Modeling where for this task the former was much more prominent. In addition we used the Splus tool for Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) purposes.
 Following is a discussion of the analysis and results. It is divided into steps, although the actual analysis was an iterative process.
Preprocessing and the Preliminary Step
The data was generally clean so little auditing was required. We used the aggregated data and performed only a few basic transformations (such as date transformations).
Figure 1. Discriminating between sessions
While working on Questions 1 and 4 (“Which sessions will continue and which will terminate?”) we discovered that bots and crawler agent sessions always terminate after the first click. Needless to say that these sessions do not view any brand. Thus, the preliminary step was to exclude these sessions from the study. From here on, our analysis is presented given that the session is conducted by a legitimate browser (not a bot or crawler).
Initial Approach
Our initial approach was to conduct three two-class analyses using a Classification Tree, where we compared each brand-class to the non-brand class separately. We built the trees and then conducted Rule Induction, converting them into Classification Rules, using the BI tool. Classification Tree and Rule Induction are both White-Box methods, which we find very useful. The results generated by the tool are interpretable and intuitive, presented to the user via an interactive GUI and providing him/her with a clear insight about the problem.
Browsing the three two-class analyses results proved effective and helped us discover that most non-brand rules were similar. By reviewing the rules produced by our tool, we discovered that essential differences lie between brand-free and brand-prone sessions. These differences overwhelm those between the specific brands. Based on these findings, we decided to separate the study into two steps. In the first step we differentiate between sessions in which none of the specific brands were viewed and those in which at least one was viewed – a two-class analysis. In the second step, given a surfer viewed one of the three product brands, we differentiate between sessions according to which of the three is viewed – a three-class analysis. The general guidelines for discriminating between sessions are illustrated in Figure 1.
Two Step Analysis
Step I: Who will view a top brand?
The top brands were viewed in only 11,531 sessions (~5%). Different views and templates can be used to distinguish the brand-prone sessions from the brand-less ones. Many indicators are based on templates or product categories viewed along the session. In addition, we can characterize brand-hunters by looking at factors regarding the referring site, the session’s length and loyalty measures. Thus, both session level and user level factors take part in predicting one’s browsing course
Step II: Which brand will be viewed?
Among the sessions where a top brand was viewed, ~9% included multi-brand viewing. Since the aim was to distinguish between the brands, these sessions were excluded from this analysis step. It could have been interesting and informative to examine these sessions separately, but we didn’t due to lack of time. file_0.vsd
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The brands that were analyzed are the following: Donna Karan (DK), Hanes (H) and American Essentials (AE). Given that only one of the brands was viewed: 40% viewed H, 36% DK and 24% AE. Overall we found that a session’s affinity to a certain brand is highly unique. For example, browsing men’s product templates is a strong indicator for an AE product view, while pantyhose products indicate the opposite.
Further Exploration
When using the Classification Tree algorithm we faced the difficulty in exposing time dependent patterns. Such patterns were discovered by the aid of Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) techniques and basic graphical analysis, rather than data-mining algorithms. We detected significant behavior changes over time in the data. For instance, DK products weren’t viewed at all up until February 26th (it turns out DK was not a part of the site until then). This type of exploration enabled us not only to expose time related patterns of brand viewing but also to associate the extent of viewing brands to specific events (such as the Ally Mcbeal ad). It also allowed us to examine the purchases (using Question 3 data) in the context of brand-viewing and vice versa.


